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TaskTask

 Using the link complete he questionnaire to see what type of personality you have

 Personality Test

 Copy and paste your results onto a Word document

 Underneath your results I would like you to write a paragraph answering the following 
questions:
1. As you read results what did you 100% agree with, give an example of when you have behaved 

that way.

2. What really surprised you and why?

3. Extension- If you compared your results to  someone you see as a like minded friend, what do 
you notice?

 Using the link complete he questionnaire to see what type of personality you have

 Personality Test

 Copy and paste your results onto a Word document

 Underneath your results I would like you to write a paragraph answering the following 
questions:
1. As you read results what did you 100% agree with, give an example of when you have behaved 

that way.

2. What really surprised you and why?

3. Extension- If you compared your results to  someone you see as a like minded friend, what do 
you notice?



Structure of 
Personality
Structure of 
Personality

Using the link to the document answer the 
following questions giving practical examples 
of yourself in a sporting situation.

1. What is personality? 

2. Why is it important for a coach to know an 
athlete’s personality type? 

3. What is meant by ‘typical responses’? 

4. What makes up the ‘psychological core’? 

5. What are introvert personality types?

6. What are extrovert personality types?

Using the link to the document answer the 
following questions giving practical examples 
of yourself in a sporting situation.

1. What is personality? 

2. Why is it important for a coach to know an 
athlete’s personality type? 

3. What is meant by ‘typical responses’? 

4. What makes up the ‘psychological core’? 

5. What are introvert personality types?

6. What are extrovert personality types?

Psychological 
core

Typical responsesRole-Related 
Behaviour



Types of personalityTypes of personality

 Are you an extrovert or an introvert?

 Watch this video to try and decide

 Write down all of the characteristics from 
the video that you think are true of your 
personality

 Are you an extrovert or an introvert?

 Watch this video to try and decide

 Write down all of the characteristics from 
the video that you think are true of your 
personality

 There are Type A and Type B personalities

 Have a look at page 5 of this document

 Once you have read through and 
understood it put the sports people on 
the next page into either A or B

 After you have sorted them then write a 
paragraph to explain the reasons for your 
choice

 There are Type A and Type B personalities

 Have a look at page 5 of this document

 Once you have read through and 
understood it put the sports people on 
the next page into either A or B

 After you have sorted them then write a 
paragraph to explain the reasons for your 
choice



Which type of personality suit which sports? 
Identify each sports person and explain your choice for 

each.

Which type of personality suit which sports? 
Identify each sports person and explain your choice for 

each.



Profile of Mood States (POMS)Profile of Mood States (POMS)

 Please take the POMS questionnaire and then copy and paste your results onto a Word 
document

 http://www.brianmac.co.uk/poms.htm

 65 adjectives that are rated by subjects on a 5-point scale.
 Six factors have been derived from this:

 tension
 depression
 anger
 vigour
 fatigue
 confusion

 Please take the POMS questionnaire and then copy and paste your results onto a Word 
document

 http://www.brianmac.co.uk/poms.htm

 65 adjectives that are rated by subjects on a 5-point scale.
 Six factors have been derived from this:

 tension
 depression
 anger
 vigour
 fatigue
 confusion



Eysenck’s 
Personality 
Inventory

Eysenck’s 
Personality 
Inventory

Click on the diagram link to take 
the personality test
As before please cut and paste 
your results onto a Word 
document



Advantages 
and 
Disadvantages

Advantages 
and 
Disadvantages

Having done each questionnaire now answer the 
following questions to highlight the pros and cons 
of each

Time taken?

Wording of the questions?

Accuracy of results?

How could results help make decision on sport to 
take part in?



Views of personalityViews of personality



Trait Approach, Situational and InteractionalTrait Approach, Situational and Interactional

 Assumes individuals 
behave the same in 
nearly all situations. Their 
actions are relatively 
consistent.

 Behaviour is purely 
determined by their 
personality traits.

 Assumes individuals 
behave the same in 
nearly all situations. Their 
actions are relatively 
consistent.

 Behaviour is purely 
determined by their 
personality traits.

 Behaviour is determined 
by the situation and 
environment the 
individual is in.

 Behaviour can be 
explained by where we 
model behaviour from 
and further reinforcement

 Behaviour is determined 
by the situation and 
environment the 
individual is in.

 Behaviour can be 
explained by where we 
model behaviour from 
and further reinforcement

 Suggests both trait and 
situational factors determine 
our behaviour.

 Innate personality traits effect 
our motivation and emotions 
which effect behaviour, but it 
can be influenced by the 
context the individual is in.

 This theory could explain why 
our behaviour changes

 Suggests both trait and 
situational factors determine 
our behaviour.

 Innate personality traits effect 
our motivation and emotions 
which effect behaviour, but it 
can be influenced by the 
context the individual is in.

 This theory could explain why 
our behaviour changes



Views of personality questionsViews of personality questions

 After reading through the previous slide, please answer the following questions
 What does trait mean and what does this view suggest about it when referring to a sporting 

situation? It will help with all of your answers if you give a practical example.
 In relation to situational view, what happens if we model poor behaviour and what will happen 

if poor behaviour is reinforced?
 In relation to the interactional view, what could drastically change a sportsperson’s behaviour? 

Think about the following situations in order to answer the question.

• Presence of a crowd
• Derby matches
• Result is of great importance
• Provoked by the opposition

 After reading through the previous slide, please answer the following questions
 What does trait mean and what does this view suggest about it when referring to a sporting 

situation? It will help with all of your answers if you give a practical example.
 In relation to situational view, what happens if we model poor behaviour and what will happen 

if poor behaviour is reinforced?
 In relation to the interactional view, what could drastically change a sportsperson’s behaviour? 

Think about the following situations in order to answer the question.

• Presence of a crowd
• Derby matches
• Result is of great importance
• Provoked by the opposition



Definition of 
Motivation
Definition of 
Motivation

 “Internal mechanisms or external stimuli 
that arose and direct behaviour.”

 Something inside us or from someone 
else that enthuses us to want to attempt 
or achieve a task.

 Using this link fill in the table on the 
following slide highlighting the 
differences between intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation.

 “Internal mechanisms or external stimuli 
that arose and direct behaviour.”

 Something inside us or from someone 
else that enthuses us to want to attempt 
or achieve a task.

 Using this link fill in the table on the 
following slide highlighting the 
differences between intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation.



Extrinsic motivation Intrinsic motivation

Where the motivation comes from

Reason to take part in sport

Type of reward

Behaviour that would be observed

What the individual might be trying to 
avoid 



Achievement Motivation 
(in essence your ‘competitiveness’)
Achievement Motivation 
(in essence your ‘competitiveness’)

 “a individuals effort to master or learn a new task, to 
achieve excellence, overcome obstacles or perform better 
than another.”

 An individuals motivation is determined by their personality, 
environment and desire to succeed.

 “a individuals effort to master or learn a new task, to 
achieve excellence, overcome obstacles or perform better 
than another.”

 An individuals motivation is determined by their personality, 
environment and desire to succeed.

NACH (Need to Achieve) NAF (Need to Avoid Failure)
Seeks out challenges Avoids challenging tasks
Enjoys being tested/evaluated Avoids testing or evaluation
Not afraid to fail Avoids situations where they may 

not be successful
Attributes performance to internal 
factors

Attributes performance to 
external factors.



Definition of Self-ConfidenceDefinition of Self-Confidence

 The belief that a desired behaviour can be performed successfully.
 A positive attitude.
 The belief that a desired behaviour can be performed successfully.
 A positive attitude.



Motivation and benefits to sporting performanceMotivation and benefits to sporting performance

 Think of a sport you feel highly motivated to take part in.
 Think of a sport you feel no motivation at all to take part in.
Why do you feel this way to those two specific examples?

 Think of a sport you feel highly motivated to take part in.
 Think of a sport you feel no motivation at all to take part in.
Why do you feel this way to those two specific examples?



Views of motivationViews of motivation



Trait centred, situation centred and interactionalTrait centred, situation centred and interactional

 Determined by the 
situation. Every sporting 
event will have its own 
situational factors that 
could affect a persons 
motivation”

 Determined by the 
situation. Every sporting 
event will have its own 
situational factors that 
could affect a persons 
motivation”

 “looks at motivation as a 
function of a persons 
personality, needs or goals”

 Linked to our personality, a 
personality trait is 
determination.

 “looks at motivation as a 
function of a persons 
personality, needs or goals”

 Linked to our personality, a 
personality trait is 
determination.

• “motivation comes from 
an Interaction between an 
individual and their 
environment.”

• The best way to 
understand motivation is 
to analyse how a 
players personality and 
environment interacts.



Benefits of Motivation on Sports PerformanceBenefits of Motivation on Sports Performance

 Choice of activity
 More likely to seek challenge to develop them. For example training with people better than you.
 Pick an activity well suited to their personality type.

 Effort
 More likely to work hard to achieve goals.
 Determined to do well regardless of how hard something may be.

 Intensity
 More likely to work hard, consistently to improve performance.

 Persistence
 More likely to keep going regardless of obstacles or challenges. For example, not giving up after an 

injury, staying positive and when you tem is loosing.

 Choice of activity
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 Effort
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 Intensity
 More likely to work hard, consistently to improve performance.

 Persistence
 More likely to keep going regardless of obstacles or challenges. For example, not giving up after an 

injury, staying positive and when you tem is loosing.



Benefits of Self-Confidence on Sports 
Performance
Benefits of Self-Confidence on Sports 
Performance

 Positivity
 Increased ‘happy’ emotions. For example a player could loose a game but be able to reflect positively 

about what could be learnt to take forward to another fixture.

 Concentration
 Can sustain one task for increased length of time

 Effort
 Will put in more effort and so likely to make greater advances in their ability.

 Effective Game Play Tactics
 A person with increased self-confidence will know which skills they can perform well and when to use 

them in a game situation to advantage their team.

 Decreased Worry to Try
 Less worried to attempt new things.
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Self talk and 
imagery
Self talk and 
imagery

 Using the link write down the ways in 
which athletes may  use self talk and 
imagery to improve their sporting 
performance

 Using the link write down the ways in 
which athletes may  use self talk and 
imagery to improve their sporting 
performance



Self EfficacySelf Efficacy

 “Situation specific self-confidence. It is a person ability to believe they can achieve a task 
successfully”
 It can be sport specific or task specific

 Can depend on trait-confidence and perceived ability

 Theory suggests someone with self-efficacy are more likely to work harder and persist with tasks 
resulting in higher achievement.

Give a practical example of when you have showed good self 
efficacy in sport.

 “Situation specific self-confidence. It is a person ability to believe they can achieve a task 
successfully”
 It can be sport specific or task specific

 Can depend on trait-confidence and perceived ability

 Theory suggests someone with self-efficacy are more likely to work harder and persist with tasks 
resulting in higher achievement.

Give a practical example of when you have showed good self 
efficacy in sport.



SMARTER Goals (recap 
from fitness modules)
SMARTER Goals (recap 
from fitness modules)

 For each letter of this acronym write down what 
each letter stands for and an explanation on how 
it would be applied to a sporting goal

 What effect does goal setting have on 
motivation? Give specific examples.

 For each letter of this acronym write down what 
each letter stands for and an explanation on how 
it would be applied to a sporting goal

 What effect does goal setting have on 
motivation? Give specific examples.



ArousalArousal

 Watch the link on the picture

 Why do you think they do this?

 How do you think it makes the opposition feel?

 Watch the link on the picture

 Why do you think they do this?

 How do you think it makes the opposition feel?



Theories of arousalTheories of arousal

 There are 4 theories of explaining arousal's effect of sports performance:

 Drive theory
 Inverted-U Hypothesis
 Catastrophe Model
 Reversal Theory

 On the following 2 slides you will find the graphs and the description of each 
graph/theory. Read through and match p the graph to the correct description. Copy and 
paste onto a Word document.

 There are 4 theories of explaining arousal's effect of sports performance:

 Drive theory
 Inverted-U Hypothesis
 Catastrophe Model
 Reversal Theory

 On the following 2 slides you will find the graphs and the description of each 
graph/theory. Read through and match p the graph to the correct description. Copy and 
paste onto a Word document.





- Arousal and performance have a 
linear relationship

- As arousal increases so does 
performance

- Lower the arousal the lower the 
performance

- Higher the arousal, the greater the 
performance

- Arousal and performance increase to an optimum 
point

- After that point the arousal becomes too much 
and detrimental to performance

- To perform at the optimum level the performer 
needs to be arousal enough to perform well, but 
not so much that they start to make mistakes

- 3 extra things to consider:
Activity: Some sports are better performed at low 
arousal, mainly those which require small, precision 
movements and control, e.g. shooting
Skill level: Beginners to a sport require all of their 
attention to be focused on the task in hand and so 
do not cope as well with over-arousal. Highly skilled 
individuals have the skill well practiced and so do not 
require such high levels of concentration meaning 
they can deal better with the arousal level.
Personality: Extroverts perform better in high-pressure, 
high arousal situations. Introverts tend to do better in 
a state of low arousal.

- An increase in cognitive anxiety 
will improve performance at low 
levels of physiological arousal

- Then physiological effects of 
anxiety take over increasing 
arousal

- If the cognitive and somatic 
effects of anxiety become too 
much performance will 
dramatically increase

- This theory states that a performer can interpret 
arousal as a factor to increase it

- A performer might interpret high or low arousal levels 
as pleasant or unpleasant

- Anxiety, unpleasant high arousal
- Excitement, pleasant high arousal
- Boredom, unpleasant low arousal
- Relaxation, pleasant low arousal



Ways Anxiety and Arousal be 
Controlled
Ways Anxiety and Arousal be 
Controlled



ImageryImagery

 Using mental pictures to reduce stress and increase 
confidence and concentration
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmIMY_0UOpI

 The performer could:
 Imagine a calm place, away from the pressure of 

performance can decrease anxiety and arousal
 Imagine them completing a successful 

performance
 Use previous experience to imagine themselves 

being successful in a new experience
 Using mental pictures to reduce stress and increase 

confidence and concentration
 Using mental pictures to reduce stress and increase 

confidence and concentration

 Close your eyes and listen to this:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkOsie18cqg



RelaxationRelaxation
• Feeling very tense and then relax
• Concentrate on the relaxing feeling as the 

tension slowly leaved your body

Muscular relaxation

• Thinking about a muscle and its whole range of 
movement

• Concentrate on the muscle's contracting and 
how it works

• Builds a mental link with the bodies muscles

Mind to muscle

• When a performer starts to feel pressured
• Good when a performer has breaks, they can 

relax while waiting to perform

Breathing techniques


